
From 1900 to 1960, over 600 cartoon shorts featuring Black characters were produced by 
some of Hollywood’s greatest animators and biggest film studios. These films reflected the 
ugliest racial stereotypes of the pre-Civil Rights era, portraying Blacks as less-than-human, 
minstrel caricatures. Broad and derogatory, these cartoons represented Blacks as cannibals, 
coons, mammies and Stepin Fetchit-like characters with exaggerated physical features, 
ignorant dialects, and amoral behavior.

It wasn’t until the late 1960’s / early 1970’s that Saturday morning television cartoons started 
to feature Black animated characters in a positive and realistic manner. Fueled by the Civil 
Rights movement and the over-whelming commercial success of Black musicians and 
athletes, television producers began to explore projects with a wide, multicultural appeal. 
This new generation of Black characters were stars of their own series with a modern look 
and contemporary story lines that delivered culturally relevant messages. For the first time, 
children saw cartoon characters that looked and talked like real Black people, full of warmth, 
humor, and intelligence.

Bill Cosby’s Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids paved the way for a host of Black characters and 
shows featuring music icons, sports heroes, and multicultural casts like The Jackson 5ive, 
Josie and The Pussy Cats, The Harlem Globetrotters, and I Am The Greatest (featuring 
Muhammad Ali). Even franchises like the overtly white Hardy Boys series (notorious for racist 
characterizations of minorities) and Super Friends began to introduce positive Black 
characters who worked side by side with their white counterparts.

These shows empowered a generation of children with cartoon role models who promoted 
family values, education, friendship, civic duty, personal responsibility and sportsmanship in 
fun, vibrant bursts of animation. The production of these cartoons also employed Black 
animators, musicians and actors - jobs that had traditionally been filled by European 
Americans who often approximated their understanding of Black culture. In the case of The 
Jackson 5ive and Fat Albert, Black producers co-owned and oversaw each episode of their 
respective series.

This revolution in how Black animation characters were developed and portrayed represents 
historic change and the ultimate manifestation of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s dream. Forty 
years later, the legacy of these revolutionary cartoons has eclipsed the stereotypical images 
that came before and paved the way for a new generation of Black animation like The Proud 
Family, Little Bill, Static Shock, Fillmore and Doc McStuffins!
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